
Z POOLFORM ™

Z Poolform™ by Cardinal Systems, Inc. is a unique, reusable system that is the easiest and most 
economical way to finish your pool project with an attractive concrete deck.

Easy to use, cost-effective, and time saving, the forms can be used with vinyl liner, gunite, and fiberglass 
pools. The three-part system consists of two PVC forms and a form liner that interlock for a safe, 
efficient, and decorative concrete finish. The eight-foot forms are available in straight lengths and 

notched pieces to accommodate almost any free-form style.
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ABOUT

Z POOLFORM

HOW THE SYSTEM  WORKS
The base form fits easily into the liner track of a vinyl liner pool. The back 

piece snaps firmly on top of the base as a “backboard” for the concrete pour, 
assuring that no cement will leak into the liner track or onto the pool wall 

during the pour. The form liner is a flexible rubber insert that is grooved at the 
top so it will lock firmly into the back piece. The form liner is interchangeable 

to give you a selection of different edge profiles and textures to tie in with 
your hardscape design: Square, Bullnose, Bullnose Slate, Bullnose Travertine, 
Bermuda (French Curve), Chiseled Stone, and Chiseled Slate. These popular 
textured edges match most deck stamps on the market and eliminate extra 

work to create a seamless appearance, and creates a 3 inch profile.

For gunite or fiberglass pools, the process is the same; however, a receiver track 
needs to be affixed to the wall. This is done simply with construction screws or 
double-sided tape. Cardinal offers the receiver tracks in straight and notched 

lengths to give you the versatility you need for any pool shape.

Molded decorative  concrete 
liner  slides in. 
*Liner  insert available  in 
different  patterns.

Fits most popular  auto cover tracks.

Removable form  holds 
molded liner  in place. 

AutoCover form spacers  
insert into the Autocover 
Poolform track.

Z POOLFORM™ AUTOCOVER
The AutoCover Z Poolform™ is a reusable PVC form used to create 

decorative concrete copings for swimming pools that works with 
Coverstar and APC auto cover tracks. The interchangeable form liners will 

allow for a variety of different edge profiles and textures.

ACF-001: eight 8’ pieces (64 linear feet) of AutoCover Poolform 
plus 64 Spacers.  

ACS-001: 64 Spacers.

*Liners sold separately. (See page 79) 
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HZ LINER TRACK

HZW | HZG When installing Z-Pool Forms on a 
Vinyl Liner swimming pool, only Cardinal HZ Liner 
Track is compatible with the forms. Please see page 67 
for more information.

Bendable  
Z PoolformTM

BPF-001 Bendable  
Z Poolform™ is a reusable  
PVC form used to create  
decorative concrete coping 
for pools. Interchangeable 

form liners will allow for a variety of different edge 
profiles and textures. Z Poolforms™ can be used with 
vinyl liner, fiberglass, or concrete pools.

Package contains eight – 8’ pieces (64 linear feet) of 
bendable  Z Poolform™. This includes the base form and 
the back piece.

Z PoolformTM

PF-001 Z Poolform™ 
is a reusable PVC form 
used to  create decorative 
concrete  coping for pools. 
Interchangeable form liners 
will allow for a variety of 

different edge profiles and textures.  Z  Poolforms™ can 
be used with vinyl liner, fiberglass,  or concrete pools.

Package contains eight – 8’ pieces (64 linear feet) of 
straight  Z Poolform™. This includes the base form and the 
back piece.

Receiver Track
RT-001 The Receiver Track 
is used to mount the Z 
Poolform™ on top of the 
pool wall of a concrete or 

fiberglass pool. The Receiver Track can be fastened to 
the pool wall with either our 1” Construction Screws or 
our 2” Polyester Mounting Tape.

This package contains sixteen 8’ pieces (128 linear feet) 
of straight receiver track (RT-001). The receiver track is 
NOT reusable because it is left in place. 

Bendable 
Receiver Track
BRT-001 The Bendable  
Receiver Track is used to  
mount the Z Poolform™ on 

top of the pool wall of a concrete or fiberglass pool. The 
Receiver Track can be fastened to the pool wall with either 
our 1” Construction Screws or our 2” Polyester Mounting 
Tape.

This package contains sixteen 8’ pieces (128 linear feet) 
of bendable receiver track (BRT-001). The receiver track 
is NOT reusable because it is left in place.

Receiver Trim
TP-001 The Receiver Trim 
is plugged into the Receiver 
Track (RT-001) after coping 
has been poured to seal off 

and hide the gap left behind from the track.

This package contains 1 roll (65 linear feet) of receiver 
trim (TP-001). Comes in white, gray, or tan.

CANTILEVER FORMS FOR VINYL LINER, CONCRETE AND FIBERGLASS POOLS 

⅜"

1¼"

CANTILEVER FORMS

CANTILEVER FORMS
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REUSABLE FORM LINERS

 

.

CHISELED STONE

A  flexible rubber insert that 
will lock into the Z Poolform™. 
This liner will give you a 
chiseled stone edge.

CSPL-004: 4 pack – 32’        CSPL-008: 8 pack – 64’

BULLNOSE

A flexible rubber insert that 
will lock into the Z Poolform™. 
This liner will give you a 
smooth bullnose edge.

BPL-004: 4 pack – 32’         BPL-008: 8 pack – 64’

BULLNOSE SLATE

A flexible rubber insert 
that will lock into the Z 
Poolform™. This liner will 
give you a bullnose edge with 
a slate texture.

BSPL-004: 4 pack – 32’     BSPL-008: 8 pack – 64’

CHISELED SLATE

A flexible rubber insert 
that will lock into the Z 
Poolform™. This liner will 
give you a chiseled slate edge.

CSLPL-004: 4 pack – 32’    CSLPL-008: 8 pack – 64’

BULLNOSE 
TRAVERTINE

A flexible rubber insert 
that will lock into the Z 
Poolform™. This liner will 
give you a bullnose edge with 
a travertine texture.

BTPL-004: 4 pack – 32’        BTPL-008: 8 pack – 64’

BERMUDA
(French Curve)

A flexible rubber insert 
that will lock into the Z 
Poolform™. This liner will give 
you a smooth capstone edge.

BRPL-004: 4 pack – 32’        BRPL-008: 8 pack – 64’

REUSABLE FORM LINERS
The reusable, molded 
decorative  concrete liner 
 slides into the Z-Poolform. 
These inserts are available  in 
different  patterns to give a 
decorative edge to any pool 
deck. Comes in packs of 
either 32 feet or 64 feet. All 
liner profiles are 3” height. SQUARE

A flexible rubber insert 
that will lock into the Z 
Poolform™. This liner will 
give you a smooth flat edge.

SPL-004: 4 pack – 32’         SPL-008: 8 pack – 64’

REUSABLE FORM
LINERS

REUSABLE FORM LINERS
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ACCESSORIES

Extraction Tool
PET-001 The Z Poolform™ 
Extraction Tool is used to safely 
remove the Z Poolform™ from 
the Receiver Track (RT-001) or 
liner track without causing any 
damage to the forms. This tool 
will help ensure a long life for 
your Z Poolforms™.

Z Release
The Z Poolform™ liquid 
form release.

ZR-004 - 1 Gallon

ZR-020 - 5 Gallons

*1 Gallon covers 
approximately 750 to 1,000 
square feet.

2.5" Vinyl Tape
WVT-250-108 White 
Vinyl tape used to 
cover gaps caused by “V 
notches” in the bendable 
pool form.

2.5” x 108’ per roll

2" Polyester Tape
PMT-200 Double-sided Polyester 
Mounting Tape used to fasten Receiver 
Track (RT-001) to top of fiberglass 
pools. Extremely strong adhesive will 
stick to almost anything.

2” x 108’ per roll

ACCESSORIES

1" Construction Screws
CSC-010 Contains 200 pieces and a 5/32” 
masonry drill bit. For use in concrete 
pre-drill with 5/32” masonry drill bit 
(included).

Serrated thread with  
multi-head drive.

Heavy duty use.

Z POOLFORM PRODUCT FINISHED EDGE BY Z POOLFORM

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES




